ABOUT VERITY SOLUTIONS

VERITY340B® CONTRACT PHARMACY

Verity Solutions is an award-winning leader in software and services developed for administration
of the federal 340B drug pricing program. Our people and 340B solutions work together to help
all covered entitiy types optimize their 340B savings and ensure ongoing compliance and audit
readiness. Our comprehensive solutions all offer:

The 340B drug pricing program allows Covered Entities to contract with pharmacies in the community to dispense
340B eligible prescriptions on their behalf. Participation in a contract pharmacy network provides the covered
entity access to additional savings while allowing eligible patients convenient access to pharmacy services.
• Eligible Claim Capture Tools

• Advanced Data Remediation Tools

Agile software platform: Built around a state-of-the-art cloud-based 340B software system and deployed
with security, performance, scalability, ease-of-use, fault-tolerance, and agility as primary goals.

• Match Re-evaluation Tools

• Streamlined Pharmacy Ordering Solutions

• No “True-ups”

Intuitive application: Designed with our users in mind, we maintain ongoing feedback and collaboration
with our clients. This collaboration steers our continual software and services development.

• NPI Management Tools

• Verity Care Card for discounts on eligible
340B prescriptions at point-of-sale

Responsive support: Designated account managers provide focused support, training, audit readiness,
and regular business reviews to maximize your 340B program success and help you maintain
compliance.

• Referral Capture Tools

• Comprehensive Reporting
• And Much More...
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90 day install guarantee : Verity Solutions has installed its
audit-ready, fully compliant 340B solutions in hundreds of
facilities. Most installs go live within 90 days.

ANCILLARY SOLUTIONS
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In addition to our core 340B solutions, Verity Solutions’ optional
services can add value to your exisiting program as standalone
solutions regardless of which Third Party Administrator you use.

VERITY340B® SPLIT BILLING

VERITY340B® COMPLIANCE MANAGER

A successful 340B program requires up-to-date technology
with industry-leading accuracy and proven results.
That’s what we deliver with our Verity ® 340B Split Billing
software. Using our advanced cloud-based software platform,
Verity experts help you take advantage of every savings
opportunity while maintaining compliance and audit readiness.
Features include:

Making sure your 340B program stays compliant with all rules and
regulations can be difficult. Covered Entities must know which
areas of compliance are most at risk, be able to uncover and
examine issues, and know when and how to perform audits.

Implementation timeline start for 90 day install guarantee begins after Verity Solutions receives
clean customer data.

• Designated Account Managers and
Support
• Customized Business Reviews
• Enterprise View for Multi-Site Covered
Entities
• Advanced CDM-NDC Mapping
Functionality
• Central Distribution
• Accumulator Sharing for Qualified Sites
• Detailed WAC Spend Reporting
• Rapid Implementation

• Audit Support
• And Much More...

Verity makes this process easier with our web-based Verity
340B® Compliance Manager, which stores your 340B program
documentation and provides tools for you to fulfill your self-audit
requirements.

VERITY340B® PURCHASE ANALYTICS
Verity 340B® Purchase Analytics identifies the optimal mix for significant savings opportunities. By pro-actively
analyzing each NDC drug price and your pharmacy spend data, Purchase Analytics delivers dynamic insight into
your data. Your procurement and purchasing team is able to make quick and data-driven purchasing decisions
creating an average savings of 10-13% of total drug spend.

